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19:1 Then spoke YHWH to Moses and to Aaron , saying:

2 This is the decree of the Torah, that was commanded by YHWH , namely: 

“[Say the following]  to the children of Israel, [they must bring] [to you]  a cow that is red—[completely red], 

of which [there is not upon it] a defect, [and of which] there has not been on it a yoke.

3 You [must present it] to Eleazar the priest, [He shall then] [take it] outside the camp, where it must be slaughtered in his presence.

4 [He must then take]—Eleazar [the cohen]—[some of the blood] with his finger, 

[and then sprinkle it] toward [the entrance of] [the tent of meeting], [sprinkling blood] seven times.

5 They must burn the cow before his eyes. Its skin, its flesh, and its blood, [along with its dung] must be burned.

6 [He will then take]—[the priest must then take]—[some wood] [made of cedar] and hyssop, and thread of crimson, 

[and throw them all] into the midst of the burning cow.

7 He must scrub his garments—[the priest must do this]—and wash his body in water, and afterwards he may enter the camp. 

But tamei (unclean) is the priest until evening.

8 [The one who burns] the cow must scrub his clothing in water and wash his body in water. He is unclean until evening.

9 [The collecting shall be done]  by a man[by one who is pure], 

taking the ashes of the cow, [and depositing them] outside the; camp in a place that is clean. 

[And they shall be used] [for the community] [of B’nei Israel]: [they shall be used] as “waters kept apart” (niddah), as an expiation for sin.

10 [And he too must wash]—[the one who collects] the ashes of the cow—[must wash his clothing]. He is unclean until evening. 

[And it shall be] for the children of Israel [and for the alien] who resides among them  as a law for the ages,

11 One who touches a dead body of any human person [is considered unclean] (tamei) for seven days.

12 He must [do expiation for sin] [on the third day] [after the deed], and on day the seventh he is pure,

but if he does not do expiation  [on the third day] [after the deed], then on day the seventh  he is impure.
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19:13[Anyone who touches] the corpse [of a human]—a person who has died—[and who does not] [do sin expiation], 

If the mishkan (tabernacle) of YHWH [he has made tamei], [then cut off shall be] the nefesh of that person from Israel. 

[For indeed], if the “waters kept apart” [were not sprinkled] [upon him], tamei he remains, still , his tum’a (impurity) remains with him.

14 Thus is the teaching about a person who dies in a tent.

[All that goes] [into the tent], [and all that is] [in the tent], will be tamei for seven days.

15 Every container [that is open], [for which there is] not a cover tied down upon it—unclean it is.

16 And whoever touches—in [the open field]—[one slain by the sword], or [a dead body], or a bone of a person , or a grave, 

is unclean for seven days.

17 [They shall take]—[for the person tamei]—some ashes from the burning of the chattat (sin offering), 

[and they shall] [place upon them] [end aliyah] mayim chayim (fresh spring water) in a container.

18 Someone must take some hyssop [and dip it] [into the water]: a person[who is clean]—[and sprinkle it]on the tent,[and on all the vessels], 

[and on the persons] [who had been] there, [and on whomever had touched]the bone or the corpse, or the dead body , or the grave.

19 He will then sprinkle it]—[the pure person]—[upon the unclean one] on day number three , and on day number seven, 

[thus making him clean] on day seven. [He shall then wash] [all of his clothes] and bathe in water , and is clean after sunset.

20 [A man who] is unclean [but does not] [cleanse himself]—[he shall be cut off], that nefesh—that person , from the midst of the assembly, 

[because indeed], the sanctuary of YHWH [he has defiled]; the waters [of niddah or separation] were not sprinkled upon him , so tamei he remains.

21 And this shall be for them , a law for the ages: 

[one who sprinkles] [the waters of niddah] must wash his clothing, [and he who touches] the waters of niddah is unclean until evening.

22 [And for anything], if he touches it—the tamei person ,[the thing is tamei]. The person who touches it , is unclean until evening.

20:1 Then came [the children of Israel] the whole congregation—[to the Wilderness of Zin]—[in the first] month, 

and they stopped—the people —in Kadesh. [And there] died Miriam, [and she was buried] there. 

2 There was no water  for the community, so they conspired against Moses, and against Aaron.
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20:3 And quarrelled the people  with Moses. [They spoke up] and said,

"Would [that we had perished] when there perished our brethren  before YHWH.

4 And why have you brought the assembly of YHWH into the wilderness here, in order [to die here], both we and our cattle?

5 [Why have you] [made us come up] from Egypt, just [to bring us] to the place of evil , here?

[Surely it is not]  a place [for sewing seeds or for grains]; [no place of figs] or of vines or of pomegranates, 

 and as for water, there is none to drink."

6 [And so they went out]—Moses and Aaron—from before the assembly, to the entrance of the tent of meeting, and they fell on their faces. 

[end aliyah] And there appeared the glory of YHWH upon them.

7 And spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying,

8 "[Take hold] [of the staff], and assemble the community—both you and Aaron your brother, 

[and proceed to speak] [unto the rock], [before their eyes], [that it give forth] its water. 

[You shall bring forth] [to them] water [from the rock], giving drink to the congregation , and to the cattle."

9 [At that point] [Moses took up] the staff from before YHWH, [just as God] [had charged him].

10 [They brought the people together]—Moses [and Aaron gathered]—the assembly, in front of the rock. 

He then spoke [these words to them], "[Hear ye now], [contentious people]: from this rock here, are we to bring forth for you water?"

11 Then lifted Moses [his hand] [and proceeded to strike] [the rock on the cliff]—with his staff—two times, 

[and there came forth] water in abundance. And there drank the congregation , as well as the cattle.

12 [Then spoke] YHWH to Moses and to Aaron, “Because [you did not trust] in Me, [to affirm My sanctity] in the eyes of the children of Israel,

[therefore] [you shall not] bring this congregation to the land that I have given them.”

13 These are the waters of Meribhah (“quarreling”), where there quarreled B’nei Yisrael with YHWH, 

[end aliyah] [and God was sanctified] [among them].
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20:14 Then sent Moses messengers from Kadesh to the king of Edom: 

“[This is what] says your brother Israel, ‘You surely know all of the hardships  that have found us,

15 [how there went down] our fathers to Egypt, and we dwelt in Egypt for many years, 

[and how ill-treated] [we truly were] by the Egyptians—[how they treated our fathers].

16 [And we cried out] to YHWH and He heard our voice, and God sent a messenger [and brought us out] of Egypt. 

[As you see], [we are in] Kadesh, a town at the edge of your borders.

17 [Let us pass, pray], [through your land].[We will not] go through fields or vineyards; we will not drink water from wells. 

[Only the road]—[the King’s Road]—[we will stay on]. [We will not] turn to the right or to the left, until we have passed your borders.”

18 Replying to him, [Edom said], “You will not pass through me, [lest with the sword] I come out to meet you.”

19 Then said [to him], [the children of Israel], “[Just the byway] [we will follow]. 

[If your water] [we should drink]—either I or my livestock—[I will pay you]its price. It is but a small matter . On foot, let me cross!”

20 The reply: “You [shall not pass]!“ [And there came out] Edom [against them], with people in large numbers   and with a strong hand.

21 [Thus he did refuse] | —[Edom declined] to give to Israel passage [through his borders], 

[end aliyah] and thus turned back Israel , [going around him].

22 [And they journeyed] from Kadesh [until there came] [B’nei Yisrael]—[the entire community]—to Hor, the mountain.

23 [Then there spoke] YHWH to Moses and to Aaron at Hor, the mountain, at the border of the land of Edom , saying,

24 “Now gathered will be Aaron [to his kin], [for indeed] [he will not] [come into] the land that I have given to the children of Israel, 

[because of the fact] that you two rebelled against My word  at the Waters of Meribah (Kaplan: Waters of Dispute).

25 [Take now] Aaron and Eleazar his son, and bring them up  to Hor, the mountain.

26 [Then you must strip] Aaron of his clothing, [and put them on] Eleazar his son. Then Aaron will be gathered , and die there.

27 [This was done] by Moses,[just as it was] commanded by YHWH. 

[They went up] to Hor the mountain, [before the eyes] [of the whole community].
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20:28 [He did the divestment]: Moses stripped Aaron [of all of his clothes], and proceeded [to put them]

on Eleazar his son, [and that’s when he died]—[Aaron expired] there, on top of the mountain,

[and they then came down]—[Moses decended] with Eleazar, [from the mountain].

29 It was seen by the whole community that death had come to Aaron. 

The grieving for Aaron lasted thirty days, through all the house of Israel.

21:1 [When it had been heard] by the Canaanite [king of Arad], who dwelt in the Negev, the news of the coming of Israel by way of Atharim, 

[he did battle] [against Israel], and took  from him , captives.

2 [Then vowed] Israel—[they made a vow] to YHWH, [saying this]: 

“ If You indeed give [these people]—[this nation]—[into our hand], [I will put under cherem] (the ban: devote to destruction) their cities.”

3 And heard by YHWH was the voice [of Israel]. [God gave over] the Canaanite, putting under the ban, both them and their cities.

They called the name of the place Chormah (Destruction).

4 [And they journeyed on] from Hor the mountain by way [of the Red Sea], to go around the country of Edom. 

Short-tempered was the soul of the people , on the way.

5 [Then spoke out] the people [against Elohim] [and against Moses], “[Why did you] [bring us up] from Egypt, to die in the desert? 

[For indeed] [there is no] bread, [and there is no] water. Our soul is disgusted with the bread so contemptible.”

6 Then sent YHWH [against the people]: snakes—fiery serpents—[which started biting] the people. And there died many people of Israel.

7 [So there came] the people to Moses, and they said, “[We surely have sinned], [since we spoke] against YHWH [and against you]. 

Now pray to YHWH that God take away from us the serpents.” And thus prayed Moses  on behalf of the people.

8 Then said YHWH to Moses, “Make for yourself [a fiery serpent], and mount it on a pole. 

[And it will be] [that all who are bitten] will look at it , and live.”

9 [And so produced] Moses a serpent of copper (nechash nechoshet) and placed it on a pole.

[And so it was]: if bitten by a serpent [was a man], [he would gaze upon] [end aliyah]  the serpent of copper , and live.

10 And they travelled—B’nei Yisrael—and they camped in Ovoth.
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11 They journeyed from Ovoth, 

[and they encamped]at Iye-Abarim (desolate passes) in the desert that faces toward Moab, [toward the rising] of the sun.

12 From there [they moved on], and camped at the wadi (valley, ravine) of Zered.

13 [Then from there] [they journeyed onward], [and they encamped] across the Arnon, which is in the desert 

[coming out] from the borders of the Amorite. Indeed the Arnon is the border of Moab, between Moab  and the Amorite.

14 Therefore it is said [in the “Book] of the Wars of YHWH, “[Against Waheb] [in a whirlwind] (sufah) and the wadis of Arnon,

15 and the rapids (esh-èd) of the wadis that turn down [toward the settlements] of Ar,  and clings to the borders of Moab.”

16 From there [they went to the well]. 

This [was the well] that was mentioned by YHWH to Moses, [Saying “Gather] the people and I will give them water. 

17 [It was then] that sang Israel the song that follows: “ Rise up, O well , [answer our song]!

18 [This is the well] dug [by the tribal chieftains]. It was sunk by the leaders of the people, with a scepter, with their staffs.” 

[Then from the desert], [they went to Matanah].

19 From Matanah [they went to Nachaliel], and from Nachaliel to Bamoth (“the Heights”).

20 [Then from Bamoth] to the valley that is found in the field of Moab, at the top of Pisgah, 

[end aliyah] [the cliff overlooking] the face of the wasteland.

21[Then sent] Israel some messengers to Sichon king of the Amorites , saying:

22 “[Let me cross] [through your land]. [We will not] [turn off] at a field or at a vineyard; we won’t drink water from the wells. 

Along [the King’s Road] [we will travel], until we have crossed your borders.”

23 [But he would not grant it]—Sichon [would not give leave to Israel] to cross his borders.

And gathered Sichon [all his fighting-people], [and he went out] to meet Israel in the wilderness, 

And he came to Yahatz. And he fought against Israel.

24 He was struck down by Israel with the sword. They occupied his land [from the Arnon] to the Jabbok, [as far as] the Ammonites, 

because [quite strong] was the border of the sons of Ammon.
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21:25 Thus took Israel all of the towns in this place. 

[Then settled] Israel in all the towns [of the Amorites], in Cheshbon [and all its environs].

26 [Regarding] Cheshbon—[as for this town]: [the town of Sichon] king of the Amorites it was.

He [had fought against] the king of Moab—[the former one]—and he captured [all of his land]: took from his hand as far as the Arnon.

27 [For this reason] say the speakers in proverbs (moshlim): “Come to Cheshbon. Let there be built and established  the city of Sichon.

28 For a fire went forth from Cheshbon, a flame from the city of Sichon. It consumed Ar of Moab, the inhabitants of the heights of Arnon.

29 [Woe onto you], Moab: you have perished, [people of Kemosh]. 

He has made his sons to be refugees; his daughters to be captives of the king of the Amorites , Sichon.”

30 [We cast them down]—they perished from Cheshbon to Divon, laid waste [as far as Nofech], [which reaches] to Medeva.

31 [Thus settled] Israel in the land of the Amorites.

32 [Then sent] Moses [men to spy out] Ya’azar. They conquered its villages [and drove out] the Amorites who were there.

33 [They faced about] [and went up] on the road of Bashan, [when there went out] [a man named Og], 

king of the Bashan, to meet them : [he along with] [all of his people], to do battle at Edrei.

34 Then said YHWH to Moses, “[Don’t be afraid] of him, because [into your hand] [I have delivered] [him to you]—

[all of his people], and his land. I will do [to him] the same [as that which I did] to Sichon, king of the Amorites, who lived in Cheshbon.

35 And they struck Og and his sons [and all his people], till there was hardly left to him a remnant, [and they occupied]his land.

22:1[Then moved on] B’nei Yisrael, and they encamped in the plains of Moab, [end aliyah]  across the Jordan from Jericho.
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Len Fellman’s English readings with tropes

The purpose of this project is to translate THE SONG OF THE TORAH into English.

I work by comparing as many as ten English translations of a pasuk and creating a cantillated English sentence that sounds as much as
possible like the Hebrew. They follow the Hebrew as closely as possible, word for word and trope by trope. The English language has an amazing
flexibility, making it possible to make the English word order match that of the Hebrew quite well, allowing for some “poetic licence”, and some
willingness on the part of the listener to be “carried” by the melody more than by the English syntax. The translation needs to sound good when
chanted, but not necessarily when spoken or read.

Unlike most translations, these “transtropilations” are not intended to be a substitute for the Hebrew. On the contrary, they are meant to
provide a “window” into the Hebrew text and its musical expression. My ideal listener knows enough Hebrew and has enough interest to follow the
Hebrew in a bilingual text while the leyner is chanting the English version, to bring the Hebrew text to life, both verbally and musically. For this
purpose I use exactly the same tropes in the English as in the Hebrew (almost always on the corresponding English word).

The texts can be used to do consecutive translation, i.e. leyning a phrase in Hebrew, followed by the corresponding phrase sung in English.
Some of my recordings demonstrate this. I do this frequently when leyning for groups that either know little Hebrew, or that don’t have a chumash in
front of them.

I favor literal translations (e.g. “cut a covenant”) to call attention to Hebrew idioms, and towards simpler (even if less accurate) words (e.g. Ex.
12:7 “beam above the door” rather than “lintel”) to be easier to follow. If my readings provoke a discussion of the Hebrew, I consider that as justification
for using less-than-idiomatic English. I try to find just the right balance between “literalness” and “listenable-ness”. A primary goal is throwing light
on the Hebrew syntax.

 In order to adapt the trope symbols to a left-to-right language like English, I reversed the direction of the trope symbols:

mercha tipcha    munach    tevir mapakh or yetiv    kadma or pashta    geresh   gershayim   telisha katana telisha gedola

(Generally speaking the conjunctive tropes such as mercha, munach, mapakh, kadma, and telisha katana “lean toward” the words they “conjoin” to, while the
disjunctive tropes such as tipcha, geresh, gershayim, and telisha gedola “lean away” from the words that follow, so as to create a sense of separation.)

The trope symbol is normally placed under the accented syllable, unless it is a pre-positive accent (telisha gedola, placed at the beginning of the word
or phrase) or a post-positive one (telisha katana or pashta, placed at the end of the word or phrase).

The Hebrew text frequently puts a makkeph (which is like a hyphen) between words in order to treat them as a single word to be chanted.  I
use a different system for English:  If an entire English phrase is to be chanted to a single trope melody, I place it between grey brackets, as in this
phrase from the Book of Lamentations:

[clings to her skirts]

The leyner is invited to fit this phrase to the Eicha “rivi’i” melody in whatever way seems most natural.
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As a variant of the “grey bracket” device, I indicate the following pairs of tropes by “wrapping them around” the phrase which will have the
combined melody:

mercha/tipcha kadma/geresh (or: azla, etc.)  mercha siluk
Renew our days  She weeps bitterly .  a fire-offering to God

Again, the leyner should decide on the most natural way to fit the phrase to the combined trope melody.

 I put words in gray which I consider essential but which don’t strictly match the Hebrew. I also “pad” some phrases with extra words in gray
to fill out a musical phrase nicely. Different trope systems vary widely in the length of the musical phrase used, so the words in gray may or not be
used depending on the leyner’s cantillation system. In particular, the tropes telisha g’dola (  ), legarmeh, metigah-zakef, and pazer vary widely in the
muscial phrases used for chanting. (And please indulge me in my whimsical treatments of shalshelet.)

“Metigah-zakef”is a special trope combination which can be recognized by a kadma and a zakef katon appearing on the same Hebrew word
(again, a makkeph makes two words into one). (There are several examples in Genesis 18 & 19, beginning with 18:16). I indicate this by placing the
corresponding English phrase in grey brackets:

[Take heed––take care for yourself]

In some trope systems (notably cantor Moshe Haschel in “Navigating the Bible II”) this is given a very distinctive melody—for which purpose extra
syllables fill out the musical phrase (as in “take care” in this example).  Haschel’s system also chants the trope munach as legarmeh more often than
other systems do.

I don’t write a single word of translation without first hearing the melody of the phrase in my mind, following one of two trope systems:
The one by Portnoy and Wolff (The Art of Cantillation) or the one by Joshua R. Jacobson (Chanting the Hebrew Bible).

I transcribe the name  as YHWH (in small caps). I almost always chant this as yud-hey-vav-hey, which I have discovered fits marvelously into
several of the trope melodies. But of course the leyner can choose to pronounce it as “God” or “Adonai”.

The English translations I mostly use (besides several scholarly commentaries) are the following:

Aryeh Kaplan, ‘The Living Torah’ (1981) (also my source for proper names & transliterations)
Richard Elliott Friedman, ‘The Bible With Sources Revealed’ (2003)
Everett Fox, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (1997)
The Stone Edition ‘Tanach’ (1996)
JPS ‘Hebrew-English Tanach’, (2nd Ed. 2000), along with Orlinsky, ‘Notes on the New Translation of the Torah’ (1969)
Robert Alter, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (2004)
Commentaries in the ‘Anchor Bible’ series
Rotherham, The Emphasized Bible (1902)
The Jerusalem Bible (1966) (also my source for topic headings)
The New King James Bible (1982)
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